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Abstract: Three-dimensional concrete printing technology provides the possibility to fabricate specific
and eco-friendly concrete components for application on shorelines or in other areas, providing
environmental protection. In this study, solid wastes in Hong Kong are employed for low-pH 3D
printing concrete to further decrease the impact on the environment. The results indicate that WGP
replacement in a classic low-pH recipe leads to lower yield stress and surface pH, as well as volume
stability. The employment of slag improves workability and printability, but maintains the surface pH
and drying shrinkage. The printing height is not merely determined by slump flow, and contributions
from every binder on the surface pH are quantified based on simplified calculations. Reducing OPC
and increasing SF in the classic low-pH recipe achieves the best printing performance and improved
environmental friendliness.
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1. Introduction

When manufacturing the cement-based structural component to be applied under the
sea or in contact with groundwater, its environmental impact on animals and plants has
to be controlled, with restrictions on the pore solution of matrix. Low-pH cementitious
materials are frequently employed for structure fabrication in flowing water environments.
This material system employs a binding system with a pore solution pH below 11.0, after
suitable employment of silica fume (SF) [1–3]. Generally, no more than 20% SF is suggested
to be applied to the conventional concrete [4–8]. SF in high dosage (over 30%), required
by low-pH concrete, significantly increases the viscosity and yield stress of the mixture,
which is the fundamental elements for 3D concrete printing [1,9,10]. Therefore, achieving
3D concrete printing with a low-pH recipe possesses natural advantages.

Regarding the subversive manufacturing of concrete, 3D concrete printing technology
has attracted significant attention ever since its invention [11–14]. It should be noted that
mortar, rather than concrete, is the main choice of ink during 3D concrete printing, as mortar
has a binder content that is much higher than that of concrete. Excessive binder tends to
induce obvious volume instability. Therefore, shrinkage control should be provided, and
reducing the cement content is a strategy that must be adopted to improve the volume
stability [15–17]. Therefore, solid wastes are widely verified and applied in 3D concrete
printing. This approach compensates for the possible performance decline induced by
cement reduction and contributes to low-carbon strategy.

In a previous study, flash-calcined dredged sediment was applied into 3D concrete
printing, resulting in an increase in the shape-retention ability [18]. Multiple industrial
wastes have been employed in the printing system, with the ternary system with 20 wt.%
fly ash, 15 wt.% silica fume, and 10 wt.% ground granulated blast furnace slag exhibiting
the best printability and mechanical strength [8]. Replacement of 35 wt.% cement with fly
ash is shown to achieve more suitable physical properties and printing behaviors, along
with improved environmental friendliness [19]. Rice husk ash replacement is determined
to improve the strength of fresh concrete, significantly modifying the rheology required for
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printing [20]. The use of 30 wt.% mining tailings induces reasonable mechanical strength
and favorable buildability [21].

Waste glass is one of the main solid wastes in Hong Kong, generated from modern
industry and inducing significant landfill problems during the past several decades. At-
tributed to its high stability, the waste glass cannot be digested by soil and could cause
further incontinence to the environment. Thanks to the high alkaline setting in a cemen-
titious environment, waste glass powder (WGP) gradually dissolves in the pore solution
and generates hydration products (C-S-H gels) during later ages [22–25]. Researchers have
studied the feasibility of incorporating WGP into 3D concrete printing. WGP is applied
to replace river sand, revealing that a 100% substitution decreases plastic viscosity and
dynamic yield stress [26], while a 50% volume replacement of crushed fine aggregate
with WGP results in higher flexural and compressive strength after 28 days of standard
curing [27]. The influence of the gradation of recycled glass on flexural strength and the
microstructure of 3DCP is investigated, revealing that the replacement of natural sand with
WGP decreases flexural strength and increases total porosity [28]. It has also been found
that 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% replacement of river sand with glass cullet leads to decreases
in static yield stress, compressive strength, and interlayer bond strength, while the dynamic
yield stress and plastic viscosity are improved [29]. However, previous research does
not take advantage of possible low-pH properties during the incorporation of WGP into
3D printing.

Incinerated sewage sludge ash (ISSA) is the product generated from the calcination of
sewage sludge obtained from the sewage treatment of industrial or municipal wastewater.
The obvious porous structure induced by calcination significantly increases the water
demand and long-term dry shrinkage [30–33]. Previous research indicates the potential
of ISSA as the powder-bed 3D printed geopolymer [34]. Only limited investigations have
been conducted related to the application of ISSA in 3D concrete printing. However,
ISSA is believed to remarkably modify the yield stress and corresponding buildability of
the mixture because of its high water absorption. Buildability is the parameter used to
evaluate the capacity for shape maintenance after being extruded by the printer, and it
can be determined by shear or compressive testing at an extremely early age. Therefore,
employing ISSA should further contribute to a low pH and low carbon emission system.

In this study, WGP, slag, and ISSA are employed to further modify the classic low-pH
recipe for 3D printed concrete. Workability, printability, and surface observation are applied
to verify the feasibility of the proposed strategy in terms of 3D printing. Surface pH, volume
stability, and mechanical property are evaluated correspondingly. Moreover, the relevance
between workability and printability is discussed based on experimental results.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

In this project, CEM 52.5 N cement (OPC), SF, WGP, slag, and ISSA were selected as
binders and wastes. OPC was purchased from Green Island Cement (Holdings) Limited
in Hong Kong. SF was purchased from Elkem Microsilica® 920 NA Concrete applications.
The WGP was milled from post-consumer beverage bottles collected from a glass waste
recycling facility in Hong Kong. Slag was obtained from mainland China. The ISSA used in
this research was directly collected from the local sewage sludge incineration plant (T-park),
and it had been classified as a non-hazardous material with low leaching risks.

Table 1 demonstrates the chemical composition and physical properties of the binder
and wastes. The density of the binder and wastes are characterized with Lee’s pycnometer.
ISSA possesses a porous structure and lower density. Density can be applied to explain
the unit weight results. Chemical compositions reveal the main chemical elements in the
substances, which contain the information regarding mineral compositions, and can be
applied to explain the obtained pH. Chemical compositions are analyzed with Rigaku
Supermini200 X-ray Fluorescence. The specific surface area describes the particle size of
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the powders and is used to explain the workability and mechanical properties. The specific
surface area is obtained with the Malvern Mastersizer 3000 Particle Size Analyzer.

Table 1. Chemical composition and physical properties of the binder and wastes.

Material OPC SF WGP Slag ISSA

Chemical
compositions (wt.%)

SiO2 18.7 95.9 69 31.5 37
Al2O3 4.4 - 2.6 16.1 15.2
CaO 68.1 0.1 10.5 40.2 6.9
MgO - 0.2 1.4 8 2.8
SO3 5.2 3.2 0.1 2.3 3.7

Fe2O3 2.7 0.1 1.4 0.3 14
K2O 0.6 0.4 0.8 0.6 2.8

Na2O 0.3 - 13.5 - 7.1

Density (g/cm3) 3.04 2.76 2.32 2.87 2.29
Specific surface area (m2/kg) 761.1 5658 460.6 666.3 152.3

Figure 1 demonstrates the gradation of river sand applied during 3D printing. The
river sand is prepared by sieving out the particles larger than 1.7 mm. In this study, this
strategy is used to ensure that the prepared mortar can be successfully extruded by a nozzle
with a diameter of 10 mm. Figure 2 displays the particle size distribution of OPC and WGP,
from which it can be seen that WGP possesses a lower particle size compared to OPC.
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Figure 1. Gradation of river sand. 
Figure 1. Gradation of river sand.

Polypropylene fiber (PP fiber), 6 mm in size, was purchased from an environmental
additive supplier in mainland China. Superplasticizer (SP, powder in polycarboxylic acid
form) and hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose ether (HPMC, powder) were obtained from
Shanghai Chenqihuagong Limited in mainland China.

More importantly, the 3D concrete printing material of material A produced by local
concrete enterprise in Hong Kong was studied comparatively. As far as we know, material
A is composed of alkali activated binder, sand, retardant, and an expansive agent.
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2.2. Sample Preparation

Table 2 presents the mix proportion used in this study. The M-R group indicates the
reference mix, the M-WGP group stands for the glass powder-modified mix, the M-GGBS
group denotes the slag-modified mix, the M-ISSA group represents the ISSA-modified
mix, and M-A designates the mix prepared with material A. Material A is purchased
from a local concrete company in Hong Kong, and the mix proportions of the commercial
product are confidential. In this study, M-A is applied to verify the printing performance
of our materials. The M-R group is modified from a basic printable mix presented by
Zou et al. [35–37]. This is because SF is considered to be the essential component for low-
pH concrete [1,9,10]. The M-R group with 60% OPC and 40% SF is the classic low pH recipe,
and it is widely used in different countries [38]. Furthermore, WGP, slag, and ISSA are
employed to further improve the volume stability, mechanical properties, and printability.
The principle for SP adjustment is to maintain the slump flow of 180 mm, which ensures
suitable workability for printing, as determined by [39]. Adjustment of HPMC occurs when
the mortar is too sticky to print. The design of mix proportions starts from the principle
of prioritized printability and induces variation towards additives dosage, respectively.
This strategy is adopted to thoroughly explore the printing possibility of the investigated
materials and to avoid deficiency on discussions related to printing behaviors. Overall, it
can be noticed that a lower SP is needed after the incorporation of WGP or GGBS, which is
mainly related to the smaller particle size of WGP compared to OPC and SF. ISSA induces
more sticky workability, and HPMC is reduced correspondingly.

Table 2. Mix proportion in this study (g).

ID a OPC SF WGP Slag ISSA Sand Tap
Water PP Fiber SP HPMC

M-R 600 400 0 0 0 1000 350 5 4.4 1
M-WGP 400 200 400 0 0 1000 350 5 3.1 1
M-GGBS 200 400 0 400 0 1000 350 5 4.0 1
M-ISSA 500 300 0 0 200 1000 350 5 4.1 0.5

a The mix proportions of the commercial product are confidential.
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The mixing procedures include two steps. Firstly, all materials except for water are
mixed for 2 min (dry mixing). Then, water is incorporated gradually and the mixture
is continuously stirred for 3 min (wet mixing). For standard curing, the specimens are
demolded after one day and stored in saturated lime water at 20 ◦C. For steam curing, the
specimens are demolded after one day and stored in a steam curing chamber at 65 ◦C.

2.3. Testing Methods
2.3.1. Slump Flow

The slump flow of mortar is evaluated based on the methods in [40]. Firstly, the mortar
is filled into the specific mold designed for mortar slump. Thereafter, two perpendicular
diameters are recorded after jolting the flow table 25 times. The mini-slump cone and the
flow table are shown in Figure 3. The adhesion of the sticky mortar to the molds can be
efficiently prevented by prewetting the molds.
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2.3.2. Buildability

Buildability is evaluated by shape-retention ability. Firstly, the cast-iron mold for the
slump testing is filled with mortar. Then, after the removal of the mold, the mortar is left
still and covered with a glass plate. Lastly, 1 kg weight is placed on the glass plate and the
decreased height is recorded. This method is modified from the technique used in previous
research [41].

2.3.3. Rheology

This is evaluated with a RST CC rheometer produced by Brookfield. The vane used
exhibits the sign of 40–20 MB. Figure 4 demonstrates the program applied in this study. The
program mainly consists of slow acceleration, followed by linearly increase and decrease.
The slow acceleration period could initiate material flow, and the later stage is utilized to
calculate dynamic yield stress and plastic viscosity, as the flow is more stable at this stage
than during the period of acceleration. Dynamic yield stress indicates the stress required
to maintain the flow. Therefore, a continuous up-down cycle is designed. The selected
maximum shear rate of 60 s−1 is used to provided sufficient shear stress, while avoiding
exorbitant stress beyond the tolerance of the machine. The selection of the testing program
is based on those suggested in the literature [13,42]. As large amount of SF is employed,
the rheology must be conducted without sand to limit extremely high viscosity.
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2.3.4. Setting Time

The setting time of the mortar is evaluated using the methods in [43]. A digital tester,
produced by Jinan Taiqin Electric Co. Ltd, was applied for penetration resistance. The
initial setting is determined when a penetration resistance of 350 N is obtained with a
100 mm2 (cross sectional area) nozzle. The final setting is determined when a penetration
resistance of 560 N is achieved using a nozzle with a cross sectional area of 20 mm2.

2.3.5. Drying Shrinkage

Drying shrinkage is tested based on the work of [44]. Three prisms with the size
of 25 mm × 25 mm × 285 mm are cast for each mix, and a comparator is applied to
measure the length change after the specimens are removed from the lime-saturated water,
in accordance with standard. The specimens are immersed in lime-saturated water for 2 h
before being moved into a chamber with humidity of 50% and a temperature of 25 ◦C.

2.3.6. Surface pH

A pH100 pen-based ExStik® pH meter, produced by Extech Instruments from the
USA, is employed to test the surface pH of the hardened matrix. The flat surface electrode
is designed for easy on-the-spot pH measurements in liquids, semi-solids and solids.

2.3.7. Compressive Strength

Compressive strength is tested, according to the methods used in [45]. The samples of
40 mm × 40 mm × 40 mm, at corresponding curing ages, are tested with a rate of 0.6 MPa/s
for each batch.

2.3.8. Printing Height

The printing height is measured with a 3D concrete printer (desktop type, NELD-
3D736, Figure 5) produced by NELD Limited in Beijing. The moving speed of the gantry is
30 mm/s on the X/Y axis and 10 mm/s on the Z axis. The extruding speed of the extruder
is 2.7 g/s, and the printing height for each layer is 7 mm. The path for verifying the printing
height is a 20 mm × 200 mm × 230 mm rectangle. The diameter of the nozzle is 10 mm,
and the printing height is instantly determined after the batch mixing.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Slump Flow

Figure 6 demonstrates the slump flow of mixes in this study. The M-R group exhibits a
slump spread of merely 135 mm, as SF possess an extremely small particle size (depicted in
Table 1). It should be noted that the incorporation of additional SP fails to promote slump
flow. The application of glass powder and slag increases the slump flow, which is attributed
to smaller particle size. The combined employment of SF and slag decrease the potential of
bleeding induced by SF. The partial replacement of OPC and SF with ISSA maintains the
slump flow, which is induced by porous structure of ISSA [30–33]. The slump flow of A is
adjusted to 185 mm, with a suitable ratio between water and dry materials.
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Generally, slump flow puts forward requirements towards extrudability and print-
ability. Suitable slump flow is required to ensure that the mix can be extruded with good
shape maintenance. In the literature, it is recommended that slump flow be set within
150–190 mm [39].
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3.2. Buildability

Table 3 displays the results related to buildability test used in this study. It should be
noted that the original height of the mortar before lifting the mold is 6.0 cm. The reduction
rate of the height, before and after compression, is described using the buildability index.
M-R exhibits the highest location, before and after compression, which is attributed to
its lower workability, revealed in Figure 6. More importantly, M-R shows the lowest
buildability index, indicating that it possesses the highest capability for shape maintenance.

Table 3. Results related to the buildability test used in this study.

ID
Height/cm

Buildability Index
Before Compression After Compression

M-R 5.8 4.0 31%
M-WGP 4.3 2.7 37%
M-GGBS 5.2 2.3 56%
M-ISSA 5.2 3.3 37%

M-A 3.8 2.1 45%

However, the other three strategies all decrease the shape retention ability, to some de-
gree. Therefore, we mainly discuss the height after compression and the buildability index,
as the height before compression can be easily influenced by operators. The replacement
of OPC and SF with WGP or GGBS decreases the remaining height, while application of
ISSA maintains the ability to prevent deformation. This can be explained by the improved
workability, which is totally in accordance with the higher slump spread shown in Figure 6.
The application of ISSA maintains the ability to prevent deformation, to some degree, when
comparing the printing height with M-WGP and M-GGBS. Correspondingly, decreased
slump flow is observed in Figure 6. Thanks to its porous structures, ISSA contributes
to a more inflexible slurry during printing. Moreover, Table 3 reveals that M-A exhibits
the largest deficiency in regards to shape maintenance (height after compression), and it
also consistently demonstrates the largest slump spread, as shown in Figure 6. In terms
of the buildability index, nearly the same tendency is observed, with the exception of
M-WGP. This is because the buildability index is also calculated from the height before
compression. Therefore, it may be more suitable to evaluate the buildability using the
height after compression.

Generally speaking, the slump test evaluates the workability of the slurry, and the re-
sult is closely related to the extrudability. The buildability index can satisfactorily complete
the prediction regarding printing behaviors of 3D printing concrete, despite the fact that
workability and buildability are correlated.

3.3. Rheology

Figure 7 presents the rheological curves of the pastes. Table 4 demonstrates the
rheological parameters obtained from Figure 7. In Figure 7, dynamic yield stress and
plastic viscosity are determined by linear fitting in the third stage. It is determined that the
strategy of replacing OPC and SF with WGP decreases dynamic yield stress, but increases
the plastic viscosity, to some degree. More importantly, less SF induces slower hydration
and corresponding, lower thixotropy. The strategy of replacing OPC with GGBS results in
lower yield stress and thixotropy. GGBS exhibits the capacity for rapid reaction, compared
to other supplementary cementitious materials. The strategy of replacing OPC and SF with
ISSA leads to milder reduction of yield stress and thixotropy. More importantly, the further
decline in plastic viscosity is also observed.
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Table 4. Rheological parameters of the paste used in this study.

ID a Dynamic Yield
Stress/Pa Plastic Viscosity/Pa·s Thixotropy/Pa·s−1

M-R 219.3 3.2 6949.4
M-WGP 192.8 4.3 4922.4
M-GGBS 160.3 3.6 4082.9
M-ISSA 157.8 2.7 5567.4

a The paste phase of the commercial product could not be obtained; thus, it was not tested.

The yield stress and plastic viscosity should locate within a certain range. Suitable yield
stress ensures correct extrudability and buildability. High-yield stress induces difficulties
during extrusion, while low-yield stress leads to over spreading. Plastic viscosity also
affects the printing behaviors to a remarkable extent. It is determined that the plastic
viscosity of a printable mix most likely locates in the range of 1.6–5.8 Pa·s [46]. Sufficient
viscosity guarantees the stability of the extruded filament, but excessive viscosity results in
failure during extrusion.

It should be noted that higher thixotropy is not always a disadvantage. Faster
setting-induced higher thixotropy can be applied to achieve higher printing height. There-
fore, 3D printing technology holds specific requirements regarding yield stress, viscosity,
and thixotropy.

3.4. Setting Time

Figure 8 presents the setting results for the M-GGBS and M-A groups. Compared with
the M-GGBS group, M-A group exhibits much faster initial setting, which is attributed
to its alkali activated system. The initial setting time for the M-GGBS and M-A groups
are 201.0 min and 92.9 min, respectively. Faster setting ensures sufficient strength from
the lower portion to support the upper layers during printing, from which even higher
printing heights can be achieved.
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Figure 8 demonstrates the final setting results for the M-GGBS and M-A groups, which
exhibit the same tendencies as Figure 6. The faster setting of the M-A group is attributed to
the alkali activated binder inside.

3.5. Drying Shrinkage

Figure 9 depicts the drying shrinkage of the mixes in this study. Compared with the M-
R group, the replacement of OPC and SF with WGP decreases drying shrinkage significantly.
The results are in agreement with those in the literature [47]. This should be attributed to the
OPC reduction and the slow dissolution rate of the glass powder. As is commonly known,
drying shrinkage results from the loss of moisture from the hardened concrete surface to
the environment and is controlled by capillary pressure within the concrete [48,49]. Firstly,
small particles in the WGP fill the pores. Nevertheless, the dissolution of WGP in the pore
solutions contributes to the refined pore structures [50]. The replacement of OPC with
slag yields a limited effect on drying shrinkage, as slag possesses the capacity for rapid
reaction and introduces significant chemical shrinkage [51]. The results are consistent with
those in previous research [52]. ISSA incorporation induces a significant increase in drying
shrinkage, from early to later age. This is related to the porous structure of ISSA, and
subsequently, to water absorption, which is followed by more substantial evaporation [31].
The M-A group demonstrates the best volume stability, which should be attributed to the
application of the expansive agent.
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More importantly, Figure 9 reveals that the development of the shrinkage rates in the
early age are in the order of M-ISSA > M-GGBS > M-R > M-A > M-WGP. Generally, the
shrinkage rate during an early age corresponds to the total shrinkage at later ages.

3.6. Surface pH

Figure 10 shows the surface pH of the mixes after 28 days of standard curing. Gen-
erally, the pH of the cement-based materials locates in the range of 12.5–13.5 [53–55]. It is
revealed that the application of SF, and other materials, reduces the obtained pH, which is
related to OPC diminution and the pozzolanic effect caused by the wastes. For a cement-
based binding system, the pH is controlled by portlandite dissolution and alkali release.
Employment of SF, and other wastes, decreases the portlandite generation and alkali release
from OPC hydration.
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Compared with the M-R group, the incorporation of WGP contributes to the lower pH
attributed to the further decrease in the OPC content. Replacing OPC with SF maintains
the pH, as the alkali consumption of slag is far lower than that of SF. As depicted in the
literature, only a small to moderate reduction in portlandite is observed after the application
of slag [56–58]. Moreover, slag even induces higher concentrations of alkali, under some
circumstances [59]. The replacement of OPC and SF with ISSA exhibits the lowest pH,
while commercially available A materials demonstrate the highest pH.

The solubility product constant of portlandite is 5.5 × 10−6 , inducing a corresponding
pH of 12.2 [60], while the pH in the pore solution of the OPC used in this study is 12.8 after
28 days of standard curing, based on our previous research [61]. The increased pH indicates
the alkali release capacity of OPC, while the much lower pH observed in the M-R, M-WGP,
M-GGBS, M-ISSA, and M-A groups demonstrates the alkali consumption of the wastes.

The material is assumed to possesses a constant capacity for alkali release or alkali
consumption, as shown in Table 5, which is actually related to dosage. For easier operation,
the alkalinity consumption of some wastes is also considered as alkalinity improvement.

Table 5. Alkalinity improvement capacity of the materials.

Material OPC SF WGP Slag ISSA

Alkali release a b c d e
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Therefore, a set of equations can be deduced according to the data in Figure 10, as
present in Equation (1).

100% × a = 1012.8−14 − 1012.2−14

60% × a + 40% × b = 1010.89−14 − 1012.2−14

40% × a + 20% × b + 40% × c = 1010.48−14 − 1012.2−14

20% × a + 40% × b + 40% × d = 1010.77−14 − 1012.2−14

50% × a + 30% × b + 20% × e = 1010.12−14 − 1012.2−14

(1)

The results are presented in Equation (2). Based on the simplified calculation, OPC
and slag are found to possess similar contributions to alkalinity, which is consistent with
the results in the literature [56–58]. WGP and ISSA demonstrate a similar capacity for
alkalinity consumption, which is mainly attributed to their limited activity during cement
hydration. SF exhibits the best capacity for alkalinity consumption, which is the reason
why SF is essential for low-pH concrete.

a = 0.048
b = −0.109
c = −0.032
d = 0.047
e = −0.034

(2)

3.7. Compressive Strength

Figure 11 presents the compressive strength of the mixes after standard and steam curing.
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Under standard curing, the compressive strength of M-R reaches 40 MPa and 60 MPa
after 7 days and 28 days, respectively. However, waste replacement exerts a significant
influence on strength development. The M-WGP group shows comparable strength to the
M-R group, as the M-WGP group is equipped with improved workability, allowing for
better compaction. As presented in Figure 11, the strength of M-WGP reaches 35.0 MPa
and 56.5 MPa after 7 days and 28 days, respectively. Based on the literature, the dissolution
rate of glass powder reaches around 40% at a 10% dosage and 25% at a 20% dosage [62].
Therefore, WGP should partially contribute to strength, with a pozzolanic effect. The
M-GGBS group demonstrates lower strength. Specifically, the compression strength at
7 day and 28 day is 28.8 MPa and 36.0 MPa, respectively. The decreased strength should
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be attributed to the lowest cement dosage, as presented in Table 2. GGBS is frequently
regarded as the closest supplementary cementitious materials to cement, and it should
exhibit strength comparable to M-R. However, owing to the fact that its activation on GGBS
requires a certain amount of portlandite, the system without sufficient portlandite (such as
M-GGBS) cannot fully activate the GGBS, leading to a notable decline in strength.

The M-ISSA group shows higher strength because of its sufficient cement dosage. After
7 day and 28 of standard curing, the compressive strength reaches 26.2 MPa and 45.5 MPa,
respectively. It should be noted that additives can also influence mechanical properties. It
is revealed that the SP hinders the early hydration of cement and induces lower cement
hydration, but the retardation decreases with further cement hydration [63,64]. HPMC
decreases the defoaming effect of vibration, inducing lower strength [65].

Steam curing leads to comparable strength after 28 days of standard curing. It seems
that high temperatures promote the strength of the group with WGP, which is also in
agreement with the results in the literature [66]. This is related to the higher dissolution
rate of glass powder under higher temperatures.

3.8. Printing Height

Figure 12 displays the printing height of the mixes used in this study. Generally, print-
ability is applied to describe the capacity of the mixture to be printed. In fact, printability
includes extrudability and buildability, which depicts the ability to be extruded and to
maintain its shape after extrusion, respectively. The M-R group exhibits a printing height of
130 mm after batch mixing. The relatively lower height is related to excessive yield strength
induced by the high OPC and SF content, as revealed in Table 4. This is supported by the
lower slump flow reate, despite the high dosage of SP, as presented in Figure 6. Excessive
yield strength means that the mixture cannot be smoothly extruded. However, the strategy
of replacing OPC and SF with WGP (M-WGP group) decreases the yield strength of the
mixture, which contributes to higher slump flow and fewer difficulties during extrusion.
Unfortunately, this strategy leads to a lower capacity for shape maintenance, causing its
early collapse during printing.
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The strategy of replacing OPC with slag (M-GGBS group, Figure 13) improves the
workability and corresponding extrudability, while consistent SF ensures the viscosity
needed for printing and exhibits the best buildability. As presented in Table 4, this strat-
egy slightly increases plastic viscosity when compared with that of M-R. Therefore, the
printability of the M-GGBS group is significantly improved.
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3.9. Visual Observation 
Figure 15 presents the appearance observed when the M-GGBS and M-A groups are 

applied to printing the samples. The M-GGBS group exhibits much better surface area 
compared with that of the commercially available A group. This is related to the employ-
ment of high-dosage SF, inducing much higher viscosity and consistency during printing. 

Figure 13. Product obtained from the printing height test of the M-GGBS group.

Limited replacement of OPC and SF with ISSA (M-ISSA group) contributes to a reason-
able printing height, as the buildability is significantly promoted. This can be attributed to
reduced yield stress, leading to fewer difficulties during extrusion, as presented in Table 4.
Compared with material A, the ternary systems of OPC-SF-slag and OPC-SF-ISSA exhibit
even better printing performance.

Figure 14 demonstrates the relationship between slump flow and printing height after
batch mixing. There is no obvious correlation between slump flow and printing height.
This indicates that slump flow holds certain information regarding 3D printing, but also
lacks other facts. Therefore, it is not recommended to propose slump flow as the indicator
for predicting printing behaviors.
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3.9. Visual Observation

Figure 15 presents the appearance observed when the M-GGBS and M-A groups are
applied to printing the samples. The M-GGBS group exhibits much better surface area com-
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pared with that of the commercially available A group. This is related to the employment
of high-dosage SF, inducing much higher viscosity and consistency during printing.
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4. Conclusions

In this study, several solid wastes available in Hong Kong are applied to develop 3D
printing concrete with low carbon and low pH. Comprehensive investigations on fresh
behaviors, volume stability, surface pH, and mechanical properties are conducted. The
following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) Better printability is achieved by replacing OPC and SF in the classic low-pH recipe
with slag and ISSA, which contributes to lower yield stress and reduced shape main-
tenance. Excessive yield stress induced by high-dosage SF in a low pH recipe can be
controlled by the reasonable application of solid wastes, herein improving the extrud-
ability and buildability. No obvious correlation between slump flow and printing
height is observed.

(2) Lower surface pH is actualized with the partial replacement of OPC and SF with
WGP, slag, and ISSA, which consequently results in lower compressive strength.
The outstanding pH control in SF is revealed after approximate quantification of the
contribution of all binders on the surface pH. Reducing OPC and increasing SF content
is determined to be the most effective approach for low-pH concrete development.
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